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Is the future of work feminine? This session is 
NOT a gender conversation but an exploration 
what feminine (or Yin) and masculine (or Yang) 

mean for us personally and collectively. How 
does Yin and Yang show up at work and in 

business? Let's explore your personal balance, 
and the balance you'd love to see in the world.

“Yin and Yang @ Work”

Sandra Otto
HIVE 1

Wholeness 

Community action session! Put your creative 
thinking and self-management chops to work by 
participating in a self-managed session around 

how to make these Teal Around The World 
meet-ups even more effective. 

“Putting self-management to
work on Teal Around the World”

Julia & Travis
HIVE 2

Self-management

Come discuss a story of self-management at 
Great Place to Work, the global workplace 

culture expert. Co-host Marcus Erb, head of 
GPTW's research team, distributed authority to 

team members, which included co-host Ed 
Frauenheim. The two will discuss the challenges, 
the techniques used and the promising results of 
the shared decision-making. They'll also engage 

participants in a wider conversation about 
culture and employee autonomy.

“Self-Management Sparks
Innovation By All”

Marcus & Ed
HIVE 3

Self-management

Developing decision-making skills essential to a 
self-managing organization has a lot to do with 

shifting our mindset around our fear-based 
beliefs and ingrained assumptions about human 
nature. What are some of the fear-based biases 

you see in your workplace? What are some of the 
mindset shift that have helped to move towards 

more aligned and congruent decisions inline 
with wholeness and purpose?This session is 
facilitated by mindset coach Anne Chauvin.

“Self-management & the mindset
to make congruent decisions”

Anne Chauvin HIVE 4

Self-management

https://app.mural.co/t/livesciencesworkspace7258/m/livesciencesworkspace7258/1625233152712/f23881472334ff42fbcc36beae5dfde093284a26?sender=u6eabc768e642627a73b82909
https://app.mural.co/t/livesciencesworkspace7258/m/livesciencesworkspace7258/1625233131940/1e800dfdd24a5ff38006cbaaa5cf2c17e22faf32?sender=u6eabc768e642627a73b82909
https://app.mural.co/t/livesciencesworkspace7258/m/livesciencesworkspace7258/1625233166564/ac6f2d28a98614305a03dfd2dfde42fb94081f83?sender=u6eabc768e642627a73b82909
https://app.mural.co/t/livesciencesworkspace7258/m/livesciencesworkspace7258/1625233195552/fd886c5078e20d80203ad6a542301949b6c82c89?sender=u6eabc768e642627a73b82909

